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points out that the ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted connection failing in combined bearing and shear-
out cannot be computed as the simple sum of the respective ultimate bearing and ultimate shear-out
capacities, which is implicitly permitted in design specifications worldwide. Based on the laboratory test
results of 10 hot-rolled steel plate specimens composed of three different grades with nominal thicknesses
ranging from 5 to 8 mm, the paper first establishes the ultimate bearing coefficient of a 20-mm bolted
connection in a structural steel plate to be 3.5. Coupled with the shear-out equation previously derived, a
design equation where the shear-out capacity of the downstream bolt varying quadratically with the end
distance is then proposed to determine the combined bearing and shear-out capacity. The proposed equation
is demonstrated through verification against independent laboratory test results involving 5-mm plates of
three different grades to be significantly more accurate than the simple sum. Explanation for the unexplained
results obtained by another researcher using his own equation is provided in this paper.
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in a structural steel plate to be 3.5. Coupled with the shear-out equation previously derived by 12 

the authors, a design equation where the shear-out capacity of the downstream bolt varies 13 
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Introduction 21 

In the draft 2016 AISC Specifications for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2015), the shear-22 

out (termed tearout in the draft) failure mode of a bolted connection is treated in separate 23 

equations from the bearing failure mode. The former mode is depicted in Figure 1(a), while 24 

the latter in Figure 1(b). Photographs of laboratory specimens showing these two distinct 25 

failure modes can be found in Teh & Clements (2012). This treatment marks a departure from 26 

previous specifications (AISC 2010), which considered the shear-out failure mode to be a 27 

special case of the bearing failure mode. However, other than this formal separation, the 28 

equation used to determine the ultimate shear-out capacity remains the same. 29 

In a recent paper, Teh & Uz (2015a) proposed a design equation to determine the ultimate 30 

shear-out capacity of a structural steel bolted connection, where bolt hole deformation at 31 

service load is not a concern. The equation was demonstrated through verification against 32 

independent laboratory test results around the world to be significantly more accurate than 33 

the alternative equations available in design specifications and literature, in particular that 34 

found in the current and draft AISC specifications (AISC 2010, 2015). 35 

All the test specimens analysed by Teh & Uz (2015a), which included serial bolted 36 

connections, failed in pure shear-out as the combined bearing and shear-out failure mode was 37 

outside their scope. However, in practice, a serial bolted connection may fail in combined 38 

bearing and shear-out, depicted in Figure 2, due to the AISC’s preference for minimum end 39 

distance and bolt pitch as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 3. 40 

It will be pointed out in this paper that the ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted connection 41 

failing in combined bearing and shear-out is in general less than the simple sum of the 42 

individual bearing and shear-out capacities, even though such a summation procedure is 43 

implicitly permitted in the AISC specifications (AISC 2010, 2015) and Eurocode (ECS 44 
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2005). The simple summation procedure is more explicit in the wording of the 1993 45 

specification (AISC 1993), which tacitly assumes a level of ductility that is not generally 46 

available for structural steels. A simple summation procedure was also used by Kato (2003). 47 

In the present work, the ultimate load capacity of a bolted connection is defined as its 48 

maximum load capacity that is not restricted by concerns regarding the bolt hole deformation 49 

at service load. Salih et al. (2011) have stated that the deformation based definition of failure 50 

load has led to inconsistency since the failure loads depend on an often arbitrary selection of 51 

a limiting deformation. Aalberg & Larsen (2001) have also commented that the theoretical 52 

background to the deformation limit of 6.35 mm used in the AISC specification is unclear.  53 

In order to determine the design equation that can be reliably used for determining the 54 

ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted connection failing in combined bearing and shear-55 

out, the ultimate bearing coefficient of a hot-rolled steel bolted connection will be first 56 

established through experimental tests in the present work. This step is necessary since the 57 

accurate bearing coefficient is uncertain due to the different values provided by design 58 

specifications (AISC 2010, ECS 2005, SA 1998), which range from 2.5 to 3.2. Recent test 59 

results (Yang et al. 2013) implied a higher bearing coefficient. 60 

Based on the bearing coefficient determined in the present work, and the shear-out equation 61 

presented by Teh & Uz (2015a), a design equation will be proposed for determining the 62 

ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted connection meeting the end distance and bolt pitch 63 

requirements of the specification (AISC 2010, 2015). The equation will be verified against 64 

independent test results where the bolts had not been snug-tightened, since snug-tightening 65 

can artificially increase the load capacities of tested bolted connections (Teh & Yazici 2013).  66 

Following a reviewer’s comment, it should be noted that bolted connections in cold-reduced 67 

sheet steel (Rogers & Hancock 2000) is outside the scope of this paper. 68 
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Accurate equation for the ultimate shear-out capacity 69 

Teh & Uz (2015a) have shown that the ultimate shear-out capacity Pso of a single-bolt 70 

structural steel connection is accurately determined from 71 

uso FteP 2.1=  (1) 72 

in which the active end distance e is defined in Figure 4, t is the plate thickness and Fu is the 73 

material tensile strength.  74 

Comparisons between Equation (1) and Equation (J3-6d) in the draft specification (AISC 75 

2015), or Equation (J3-6b) in the current specification (AISC 2010), for single-bolted 76 

connections failing in shear-out can be made in Table 1. The results of Clause 3.6.1 of 77 

Eurocode 3 Part 1.8 (ECS 2005) are also included. The two code equations are shown in 78 

Appendix A as Equations (5) and (6), respectively. The variable Pt denotes the ultimate loads 79 

obtained by the various researchers in their respective experimental programs. The details of 80 

the individual specimen configurations and material properties can be found in Teh & Uz 81 

(2015a). Pursuant to the finding of Teh & Uz (2015a), specimens composed of very high 82 

strength steel with a yield stress equal to or higher than 830 MPa are not included in the table.  83 

It is evident from Table 1 that Equation (1) is considerably more accurate than both code 84 

equations. For each of the four test series, both the lowest and the highest professional factors 85 

are closest to unity when they are computed using Equation (1). It should be noted that a key 86 

factor in the performance of Equation (1) is the use of the active shear length e, as opposed to 87 

the use of the net shear length en in the AISC specification or the gross shear length e1 in 88 

Eurocode. The use of the correct shear failure planes in Equation (1) in turn enables the use 89 

of the well-established shear coefficient of 0.6 for each shear plane (Teh & Uz 2015b). 90 
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Equation (1) will therefore form a basis for determining the ultimate load capacity of a serial 91 

bolted connection failing in combined bearing and shear-out. It will also be used in the 92 

following section to determine the minimum bolt pitch where the bearing rather than the 93 

shear-out failure mode governs. 94 

Ultimate bearing coefficients  95 

The bearing capacity Pb of a bolted connection represents the upper bound of its shear-out 96 

capacity. It is independent of the end distance (i.e. available shear area), and is most 97 

commonly expressed as 98 

ub FtCdP =  (2) 99 

in which C is the bearing coefficient and d is the bolt diameter.  100 

According to Equation (J3-6b) of the current and draft specifications (AISC 2010, 2015), the 101 

bearing coefficient C is equal to 3.0 when deformation at the bolt hole is not a concern. This 102 

coefficient is larger than the maximum value possible specified in Eurocode 3 (ECS 2005), 103 

which is equal to 2.5 as evident from Equations (6) and (7) in the appendix. However, the 104 

Australian standard (SA 1998) specifies the largest coefficient of all, equal to 3.2. 105 

The authors have not found any published test results that enable the determination of the 106 

ultimate bearing coefficient for hot-rolled steel bolted connections. All the specimens tested 107 

by Udagawa & Yamada (1998, 2004), Kim & Yura (1999), Puthli & Fleischer (2001), 108 

Aalberg & Larsen (2001, 2002) and Draganic et al. (2014) did not undergo the pure bearing 109 

failure mode. The test results at room temperature of Yang et al. (2013) led to a bearing 110 

coefficient as high as 3.3, but their conclusion that the “bearing” strength varies linearly with 111 
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the end distance up to 4 times the bolt diameter implies an even higher ultimate bearing 112 

coefficient. 113 

In order to establish the accurate ultimate bearing coefficient for bolted connections in 114 

structural steel plates, the authors conducted laboratory tests on the concentrically loaded 115 

specimens listed in Table 2. The ratios of ultimate tensile strength to yield stress Fu/Fy of the 116 

test materials range from 1.13 to 1.49, with the nominal plate thickness being either 5 or 8 117 

mm. All the bolts had a nominal diameter of 20 mm, and all the plates were 100 mm wide. 118 

The stroke rate was 2 mm per minute. An empty cell in the table indicates that the value in 119 

the above cell applies. 120 

Anticipating that the ultimate bearing coefficient might be as high as 3.5, the required active 121 

end distance e for ensuring the bearing failure mode can be found from  122 

deFtdFte uu 92.25.32.1 >⇒>  (3) 123 

From Equation (3) and Figure 4, it can be determined that the required end distance e1 for 124 

ensuring the bearing failure mode is equal to 3.17 times the bolt diameter. The nominal end 125 

distances e1 of the present specimens in Table 2 therefore ranged from 3.5 to 5.0 times the 126 

bolt diameter. Figure 5 shows the failed specimens B32_4a and B32_4b soon and well 127 

beyond the initiations of bearing fracture, respectively. 128 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the resulting bearing coefficients Ct do not vary noticeably 129 

with the end distances of the present specimens, and are therefore the ultimate bearing 130 

coefficients. The average bearing coefficient of the ten specimens was computed to be 3.49 131 

with a standard deviation of 0.13. 132 
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For the purpose of design, it is proposed that an ultimate bearing coefficient equal to 3.5 is 133 

adopted. If this value is used in estimating the bearing capacity of the specimens in Table 2, 134 

then the mean professional factor will be 1.00 with a coefficient of variation equal to 0.037. 135 

In contrast, the AISC and Eurocode bearing coefficients lead to mean professional factors 136 

equal to 1.16 and 1.40, respectively. The Eurocode bearing coefficient (ECS 2005) is 137 

computed from Equation (6) shown in the appendix, which reduces to 2.5 for all the 138 

specimens in Table 2. 139 

Combined bearing and shear-out capacity 140 

Equation (3) indicates that, if the active end distance e of a downstream bolt is less than 2.92 141 

d, which is the case in practice since the required nominal end distances e1 only vary from 142 

1.25 to 1.5 d (AISC 2010), the shear-out failure mode is more critical than the bearing failure 143 

mode for the downstream bolt. On the other hand, since the preferred minimum bolt pitch p is 144 

3 d (AISC 2010), the reverse can quite possibly be true for bolts other than the downstream 145 

bolt. Therefore, for a serial bolted connection such as that depicted in Figure 3, the governing 146 

strength limit state is more likely to be combined bearing and shear-out than pure shear-out or 147 

pure bearing (leaving out for the purpose of the present discussion the net section tension 148 

fracture mode, which is more likely for serial connections with three or more bolts). 149 

As stated in the Introduction, a simple summation procedure of the individual bearing and 150 

shear-out capacities is implicitly permitted in the AISC specifications (AISC 2010, 2015) and 151 

Eurocode (ECS 2005) for determining the ultimate capacity of a serial bolted connection 152 

failing in combined bearing and shear-out. Such a procedure assumes that either the ultimate 153 

bearing and ultimate shear-out limit states of the upstream and downstream bolts are reached 154 

concurrently, or the shear-out failure is so ductile that the load sustained by the downstream 155 
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bolt is still close to the ultimate shear-out capacity when the ultimate bearing capacity of the 156 

upstream bolt is reached. However, Figure 6 shows that neither condition is true. 157 

The shear-out specimens S32_2b through S32_4a in Figure 6 had the same material and 158 

geometric properties as the bearing specimen B32_2b listed in Table 2 except for their 159 

nominal end distances, as indicated in Figure 6. It can be seen from the graphs that the 160 

ultimate shear-out and bearing failures did not take place at similar deformation levels, and 161 

the loads sustained by the shear-out specimens at the deformation level corresponding to the 162 

bearing failure were significantly lower than their respective ultimate shear-out loads. 163 

Therefore, if the bolt pitch is 3 times the bolt diameter or longer, as preferred by the AISC 164 

specification, then the simple sum will be significantly greater than the actual combined 165 

capacity since the downstream bolt would sustain a load that is significantly lower than its 166 

ultimate shear-out capacity by the time the upstream bolt reaches its own ultimate capacity.  167 

From Equation (3), it can be surmised that if the nominal end distance e1 of a downstream 168 

bolt failing in shear-out is around 3 d, then the ultimate shear-out load of the downstream bolt 169 

and the ultimate bearing load of the upstream bolt will approach each other. When the end 170 

distance reaches the threshold value, the ultimate load capacity of the serial bolted connection 171 

is equal to the simple sum of the individual shear-out and bearing capacities.  172 

Based on the preceding discussions and using Equation (1) to determine the individual shear-173 

out capacity Pso, it is hypothesised that the ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted 174 

connection having the configuration depicted in Figure 3 may be estimated as 175 

( ) ( ) ( ) ubbbsobbsop Ftdn
d

ePnP
d
ePnPkP









−+=−+=−+= 5.31
5.2

1
3

1
2

 (4a) 176 
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in which nb is the total number of bolts in the bolt line. A value of k greater than unity would 177 

indicate that the downstream bolt is governed by bearing rather than shear-out failure, and 178 

Equation (2) should be used for each bolt with C = 3.5 as established in the preceding section. 179 

The use of “3d” instead of “2.92d” in the shear-out term leads to a 3% error on the safe side. 180 

In practice, a serial connection with nb equal to three or more will be more likely governed by 181 

the net section tension fracture mode than the combined bearing and shear-out mode. For a 182 

serial two-bolt connection in which the upstream bolt fails in bearing, Equation (4a) becomes 183 

up Ftdd
d

eP 







+








= 5.35.3,

5.2
min

2

 (4b) 184 

Equation (4b) ignores the fact that the ultimate load capacity of a serial two-bolt connection 185 

may be reached before the upstream bolt fails in bearing. It should also be noted that the 186 

equation will not be valid if two similar plates are serially connected to each other in a single-187 

lap joint, as illustrated in Figure 7. In such a case, the ultimate load capacity is equal to twice 188 

the shear-out capacity of the downstream bolt. All the specimens analysed in the following 189 

section were connected to elements that were much stronger than themselves. 190 

Verifications against laboratory test results 191 

Equation (4) proposed in this paper for determining the ultimate load capacity of a serial two-192 

bolt connection meeting the end distance requirement and bolt pitch preference of the 193 

specification (AISC 2010, 2015), depicted in Figure 3, was verified against the test results of 194 

Kim & Yura (1999) and Aalberg & Larsen (2002). Leaving out the very high strength steel 195 

specimens having yield stress equal to or higher than 830 MPa, there were 12 “eligible” 196 

specimens, as listed in Table 3. The first four in the table were tested by Kim & Yura (1999), 197 

and the rest by Aalberg & Larsen (2002). 198 
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The specimens tested by Kim & Yura (1999) had a nominal bolt diameter of 19 mm, while 199 

those of Aalberg & Larsen (2002) had a nominal bolt diameter of 20 mm, giving ratios of bolt 200 

pitch to bolt diameter p/d that ranged from 2.95 to 4.05, as shown in Table 3. The specimens 201 

having p/d of 2.95 were included in the analysis since the ultimate shear-out capacity of the 202 

upstream bolt was close to its bearing capacity, and the simple sum of the individual 203 

capacities would most likely be over-optimistic. However, the strength of the upstream bolt 204 

of such specimens was determined using 1.2 pv instead of 3.5 d in Equations (2) and (4b). 205 

Kim & Yura (1999) were careful to ensure that the applied loads of their test specimens were 206 

not transferred by friction through the use of a retaining device instead of a nut. Likewise, 207 

Aalberg & Larsen (2002) only tightened their bolts by hand to ensure that the applied loads 208 

were transferred by bearing instead of friction. It may be noted that Puthli & Fleischer (2001) 209 

and Rex & Easterling (2003), whose results are included in Table 1, also ensured that the 210 

bolts were not tightened at all. Avoiding snug-tightening of bolts in an experimental test is 211 

important since Teh & Yazici (2013) have pointed out that snug-tightening of bolts by some 212 

researchers led to anomalous ultimate test loads. 213 

Table 3 shows the professional factors Pt/Pp resulting from Equation (4) and from the simple 214 

summation of Equations (1) and (2), the latter using the ultimate bearing coefficient C = 3.5 215 

as determined from the results in Table 2.  216 

It can be seen from Table 3 that Equation (4) is significantly more accurate than the simple 217 

sum of the individual shear-out and bearing capacities, which overestimates the ultimate load 218 

capacity by 16% on average (1/0.87 = 1.16). This outcome is consistent with the exposition in 219 

the preceding section that the combined bearing and shear-out capacity should be less than 220 

the simple sum of the individual capacities.  221 
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The result for specimen AT0530 seems to suggest that Equation (4) can be overoptimistic in 222 

certain cases. However, the reported ultimate test load Pt of 122 kN for this specimen appears 223 

to be in error for three reasons. First, specimen AT0530 had a similar nominal geometry to 224 

specimen BT0530, whose ultimate test load was estimated accurately by Equation (4). It 225 

should be noted that the former’s material was more ductile than the latter, so lack of ductility 226 

could not have explained the result of Equation (4) for specimen AT0530. Second, the 227 

reported ultimate test load Pt of 122 kN is even lower than the ultimate bearing strength Pb of 228 

the upstream bolt alone, which was computed to be 131.5 kN using C = 3.5 as established in 229 

the section “Ultimate bearing coefficients”. Third, the ultimate test load Pt of 122 kN was 230 

reported to be exactly the same as the load at the bolt hole deformation of 6.35 mm, in 231 

contrast to those of the other specimens for which the difference was as high as 14%. 232 

As shown in Table 2, the use of C = 3.0 in the AISC’s ultimate bearing strength provision 233 

(AISC 2010, 2015) led to significant underestimations for all the bearing test specimens. On 234 

the other hand, Table 1 shows that the AISC’s ultimate shear-out equation, or Equation (5) in 235 

the appendix, can lead to significant errors on either side of conservatism. These facts mean 236 

that, when the simple summation procedure is used with the AISC equations, it is possible 237 

that in some cases the combined conservatism of the individual bearing and shear-out 238 

equations offsets the unsafe error of the procedure. Even though the AISC bearing and shear-239 

out equations should not ideally be used to determine the combined bearing and shear-out 240 

capacity, nor should the simple summation procedure, this possibility was investigated in the 241 

present work. Figure 8 plots the professional factors obtained using the current AISC 242 

procedure. It can be seen that, despite the potential conservatism afforded by the individual 243 

bearing and shear-out equations, the simple summation of the AISC equations still led to 244 

overestimations for most specimens. 245 
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The professional factors of Equation (4) are also plotted in Figure 8 for comparisons. It 246 

should be noted that the only significant overestimation by this proposed equation is for 247 

specimen AT0530, the test result of which appears to be in error as discussed previously. 248 

The box charts in Figure 9 summarise the professional factors of the AISC equations and the 249 

authors’ own for ultimate pure shear-out, pure bearing and combined bearing and shear-out 250 

failures, for a total of 72 specimens that do not include specimen AT0530. The shear-out data 251 

encompass those presented by Teh & Uz (2015a), while the rest can be found in Tables 2 and 252 

3. It can be seen that the authors’ equations are significantly more consistent and more 253 

accurate than the current AISC equations (AISC 2010, 2015). 254 

Explanation for the results of Kato (2003)  255 

Kato (2003) proposed a unified system of design equations for bolted connections in flat steel 256 

plates that may fail in net section tension fracture, shear-out, block shear or combined block 257 

shear and shear-out. He verified his equations against the laboratory test results of Tanuma & 258 

Hashimoto (1991). Kato (2003) identified the test specimens that failed in either net section 259 

tension fracture or shear-out.  260 

Kato (2003) found that his system of design equations became increasingly unconservative 261 

with increasing ratios of bolt pitch to bolt diameter, which were as high as 10, as shown in 262 

Figure 10. Since the net section tension fracture capacities were not affected by the bolt pitch, 263 

it should not be surprising that this outcome applied to the specimens that Kato (2003) 264 

believed to have failed in shear-out. 265 

It is clear from Equation (3) that the strength limit state of those specimens, with bolt pitches 266 

being considerably greater than the threshold value, were governed by combined bearing and 267 

shear-out rather than pure shear-out. The shear-out equation of Kato (2003) would predict 268 
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increased load capacities with increased bolt pitches, but in reality the ultimate test loads did 269 

not increase with increased bolt pitches beyond the threshold value as the upstream bolts 270 

invariably failed in bearing. As evident from Equation (2), the bearing capacity is 271 

independent of the bolt pitch, unlike the shear-out capacity. It is therefore not surprising that 272 

Kato (2003) found that his shear-out equations became increasingly unconservative with 273 

increasing ratios of bolt pitch to bolt diameter beyond the threshold value. 274 

Kato (2003) did not provide the individual specimen data of Tanuma & Hashimoto (1991), 275 

and the latter is not accessible to non-Japanese readers. Verification of Equation (4) against 276 

the test results of Tanuma & Hashimoto (1991) has therefore not been carried out. 277 

Conclusions 278 

This paper has pointed out that, due to the required end distance and preferred bolt pitch 279 

prescribed in the AISC specification, a serial bolted connection may fail in combined bearing 280 

and shear-out rather than pure shear-out or pure bearing. More importantly, it has explained 281 

that the ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted connection failing in combined bearing and 282 

shear-out cannot in general be computed as the simple sum of the individual ultimate bearing 283 

and ultimate shear-out capacities. 284 

It has also been reiterated that the AISC equation for determining the ultimate shear-out 285 

capacity can lead to significant underestimations or overestimations, depending on the end 286 

distance. The Eurocode equation, on the other hand, is always overconservative and 287 

excessively so for almost all specimens. The ultimate shear-out capacities of all the 288 

specimens can be estimated quite accurately using the equation previously proposed by the 289 

authors. This shear-out equation forms a basis for determining the ultimate load capacity of a 290 

serial bolted connection failing in combined bearing and shear-out. 291 
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The ultimate bearing coefficients assumed in the major steel design specifications range from 292 

2.5 to 3.2. However, the present test results involving 20-mm bolts in 5 or 8 mm plates of 293 

three different grades suggest that the more accurate coefficient is 3.5. This coefficient is used 294 

in the proposed equation for determining the ultimate load capacity of a serial bolted 295 

connection failing in combined bearing and shear-out. 296 

The proposed equation takes into account the fact that the downstream bolt sustains a load 297 

that may be significantly lower than its ultimate shear-out capacity when the upstream bolt 298 

reaches or approaches the latter’s own ultimate bearing capacity. It assumes a contribution 299 

from the downstream bolt that varies quadratically with its end distance (up to the bearing 300 

failure). The new equation was verified against independent laboratory test results where the 301 

bolts had not been snug-tightened, involving plates of three different grades with a nominal 302 

thickness of 5 mm. The proposed equation was found to be significantly more accurate than 303 

the simple summation procedure permitted by the design specifications.  304 

Overall, the box charts show that the equations proposed by the authors are more consistent 305 

and more accurate than the current AISC equations for determining the ultimate load 306 

capacities of bolted connections failing in pure shear-out, pure bearing or combined bearing 307 

and shear-out. Bolt hole deformation at service load is not a concern in the present work. 308 
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Appendix A. Code equations for the ultimate shear-out capacity 365 

Equations (J3-6b) and (J3-6d) in the current and draft AISC specifications (AISC 2010, 366 

2015), respectively, specify the ultimate shear-out capacity Pso of a single-bolt connection to 367 

be  368 

unso FteP 5.1=  (5) 369 

in which the variable en is the clear end distance defined in Figure 4.  370 

For all the single-bolt specimens analysed in this paper, Clause 3.6.1 of Eurocode 3 Part 1.8 371 

(ECS 2005) determines the strength limit load from 372 

u
h

so Ftd
d
eP 5.20.1,

3
min 1









=  (6) 373 

in which the nominal end distance e1 is defined in Figure 4, and dh is the bolt hole diameter.  374 

As in the current AISC specification (AISC 2010), Eurocode 3 (ECS 2005) treats the shear-375 

out failure mode as a special case of the bearing failure mode. The Eurocode’s ultimate 376 

bearing coefficient is therefore equal to 2.5, when the end distance is at least 3 times the bolt 377 

hole diameter, or the bolt pitch is at least 3.75 times the bolt hole diameter. 378 

For an upstream bolt in a serial bolted connection, Eurocode 3 computes the bearing 379 

coefficient as 380 

5.20.1,
4
1

3
min 








−=

hd
pC  (7) 381 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Two distinct failure modes: (a) Shear-out (or tearout);  (b) Bearing 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Serial bolted connection subjected to the combined bearing and shear-out mode 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Required and preferred distances according to the specification (AISC 2010) 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 A single-bolt connection 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Failed specimens soon and well beyond the initiations of bearing fracture 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Deformation capacities of bolted connections failing in shear-out and bearing 
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Figure 7 Configuration controlled by the shear-out failures of downstream bolts 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Professional factors for specimens failing in combined bearing and shear-out  
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Figure 9 Overall professional factors of proposed and AISC equations 
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Figure 10 Results of Kato (2003) for Tanuma & Hashimoto (1991) 
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